
 
 

02/16/13 

It’s On 
 FEBRUARY 15, Late afternoon. The crew opened the door to the sugarhouse. Slipped off their packs onto the cement 
floor, dropped spent batteries in the white pail. 
A: Come on in and get warm by the fire. 
B: Don’t need to, it was warm up on the hill. 
A: Did it run today? 
J: The tapholes were wet. First day they’ve been wet. It’s on. (Eyebrows flick up like a light switch: face turns on.) 
B: A couple holes filled up with sap, there was the occasional drip. 
A: Where were you tapping today? 
J: Up on Herbie. Sank up to my waist in snow every fifth step – or maybe every fifteenth step. Rest of the time, up to my 
knees. 
B: Thing is, on Morningside there was only two inches of mashed potato snow, then when we wrapped around the hill 
onto Herbie Road, we were into two feet of powder. 
A: If that was me, I’d be cursing that I didn’t have my snowshoes on. 
B: Oh yeah, we did plenty of that. 
J: Guttural grunts, mostly. The most manly growls we could concoct. 
GHUHHHHH. KKJJAEAEAEHHHGH. 

heavy legs, light faces 
young men in from the woods 

day five 
 

02/17/13 

Death of Back in the Day 
Imagine if, for the next three winter days, northern Vermont was a Land of the Midnight Sun, then for the next three 
days the sun never rose. Or that it was dark at noon on Monday and Tuesday, but dark at 9 pm on Wednesday and 
Thursday, dark at 3 pm Friday, 7 pm Saturday, and midnight on Sunday. We would be reminiscing about our childhoods, 
recalling the winters when at Christmas we could count on it getting dark by 4 pm, how blue the sky was in February, 
how the sun always woke us up on March mornings. 
 
This winter I hear, “Didn’t we used to wax our skis with green and blue [cold powder snow waxes] December through 
February? –”Am I remembering my childhood correctly, that winter came at Thanksgiving and stayed through until Town 
Meeting Day?” –”Boy, I miss the pond skating I did as a kid.” 
This has been the Winter of the Yo-Yo. In January, the temps soared into the fifties at least three times, then plummeted 
to below zero. The wind whipped, the rain pelted. The snow accrued, though not much of it, the snow washed away in 
the rain, the snow slowly accrued again. Blessedly, a more reasonable February has calmed our nerves some. 
 
So, when to tap? Rumor has it a guy up in Eden made 32 barrels of syrup during that first thaw in January…. 
 
Sugarmakers in Vermont feel a bit tender about the weather this winter, what with memories of the heat wave in March 
last year that choked off the sap runs. In response, we decided to start tapping earlier than ever, on February 6th, but 
when the day came it was too cold – typical of this winter – so the crew waited until February 11th. This date is two days 
earlier than last year, five days earlier than 2010, and roughly two weeks earlier than “back in the day.” On February 6th 
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Lew said, “Let’s think of this as February 20th.” What is two weeks? It sounds insignificant, but it feels akin to moving 
Christmas Day up to December 11th. 
 
I keep imagining the weather will snap its fingers and right itself, the way my body snapped its fingers the other day and 
I felt like my old self again – even better than my old self – after a head cold. This winter I feel a shift in my outlook, and 
a need for new verbs, new images to ride into “The New Weather.” 
 
All farmers are at the mercy of the weather. Now it’s sugar season and it’s our turn. We have no idea what the season 
will bring, and it is good to remember that, rather than to float around in the past. Certainly it will not be identical to last 
season; no two years ever are. 
 
To quote from my first blog preface: 
Sugar season is an exercise in giving up control, starting with the weather. 
Above all, sugaring is a privilege. 
 

02/17/13 

February 17: Sunday, Day of Rest 
 
 Sunday Sijo 
Dead branches lie on the snow along the road up the hill, 
Snagged off by the Arctic blast that ended a January thaw. 
Creak goes my back as I bend to pull one caught in the crust. 
 
 NOTE: The sijo, a cousin of the haiku, originated in Korea. More on this poetic form next Sunday. 
   

02/19/13 

February 19: Back to Tapping 
 
WEATHER: Sunny this morning, then clouding over, temp up to 34 and slowly dropping to 32 this evening. 
 
TAPPING STATUS: After two days of below-20 temps and a nice rest for the crew, tapping resumed today. They tap only 
when the temp is above 20, to prevent splitting the tree in the brittle cold, and because tubing repair goes along so 
nicely without stiff hands and tubing. Another day or two and the sugarbush will be tapped out. 
TAPPING COUNTER-CLOCKWISE: Here it helps to click on the SUGARBUSH MAP page, then double-click on the map itself 
to enlarge it. Find the sugarhouse, then trace the route the crew followed: 
Up the Maresan Mainline, meaning up and down all the squiggles that feed into Maresan, Mary and Susan. 
 
Down the Center Mainline and the lesser mains that feed into it: Podium, Saddle, Ledge, North Connection, etc. 
 
Now you’re back near the sugarhouse. 
 
Head up Morningside Mainline – the M’s we call them – over to the Herbie lines. As you can see, the H’s slope to the 
north, accounting for the deeper snow reported earlier. 
 
Cross the brook to Keystone. The guys tapped the upper K’s today, and Lew worked up from the lower K’s. 
 

 02/20/13 

Welcome Back, Maple Trout-Lilli 
 
To my delight, Food Correspondent Maple Trout-Lilli is back in town, eager to write a weekly column. She writes: 
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MELT-IN-YOUR-MOUTH 
MAPLE SHORTBREAD 
Here’s an ordinary and traditional treat, familiar to many and elevated to the extraordinary, with the addition of 
Nebraska Knoll Maple Syrup and Maple Sugar. Now that you’ve created these delectable morsels, what to do with 
them? Here are just a few possibilities:  toss in your lumberjack’s lunch bucket, place on a doily at your next afternoon 
tea, bring to Town Meet’n………you’ll think of something! Regardless of the manner of presentation this will put smiles 
on faces. Sweet, buttery, slightly salty, flaky cookie with the wonderful essence of maple crowned with or without a 
maple cream cheese glaze……yes, this cookie will take you to the next level. 
 
1 cup soft butter 
1/2 teaspoon salt 
1 cup powdered sugar 
1 tablespoon Nebraska Knoll Maple Syrup 
2 cups flour 
3 teaspoons Nebraska Knoll Maple Sugar 
Preheat oven to 300 degrees. Lightly butter a 9″ spring form tart pan with 
removable sides.  
 

Combine butter, salt and sugar in the bowl of an electric mixer. Beat til fluffy. 
Add the maple syrup and combine completely. 
Add flour a little at a time until just combined. 
Press into a 9″ spring form tart pan. Refrigerate for an hour or up to overnight. 
 
Sprinkle w/ 3 teaspoons maple sugar. With a very sharp knife, slice the dough into 16 wedges and pierce the top of the 
wedges with a fork’s tines. Bake for about an hour or until it is barely golden on the edges. Cool and remove the outer 
ring of pan. Re-slice the cookies along the same lines with a sharp knife. Remove from pan. As they cool they will crisp 
up. 
  
To Frost or Not to Frost. Well, I happened to have some left0ver maple cream cheese frosting in the frig from last 
week’s project, so I thought I’d slather some on the shortbread and the result was kind of like shortbread gone to 
finishing school, not necessary but well worth the small amount of effort. 
 
NEBRASKA KNOLL MAPLE CREAM CHEESE FROSTING 
1/2 Cup VT unsalted butter 
1/2 Cup cream cheese 
2-3 Cups powdered sugar depending on how sweet you like it 
2 tsp. vanilla 
1/4 cup Nebraska Knoll Maple Syrup 
1-2 TBS milk of your choice 

1. Cream butter and cream cheese til smooth. Add powdered sugar, syrup, vanilla and milk. 
2.  

Time to put another log on the fire. Until next week……. 
Maple Trout-Lilli 
  
  

Maple Shortbread 
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02/21/13 

Feb. 21: Gone Skiing 
 
WINTER POEM 
(After Kay Ryan) 
Every snowfall 
instructs 
as to how 
winter air 
streams 
or collides 
or lingers, 
how it picks up 
moisture 
on the upslopes 
or not. 
Low pressure 
after high 
brings release 
always. 
And why not also 
in the self, 
when your high 
presses to the east, 
your low eases 
over the ridge, and 
you snow?  
—APC 
 
 WEATHER: Two days of snowy bliss. “Strong upslope component,” says local weather guru. 
 
TAPPING STATUS: Only 370 taps to go. Lucky for Lew and the crew, it was too cold today, so they took to their skis. 
 

02/23/13 

Tapping Bits and Pieces 
 
February 23 TAPPING UPDATE: The crew finished up yesterday. It is such a relief to be tapped out before the first run. 
Today begins a series contributed by Lew, Chief-of-Operations. 
 
TAPPING BITS AND PIECES, Part One: 
This is my thirty-seventh year tapping maple trees. It began in 1977 on a hillside called Birch Hill in Stowe where I 
sugared with a college friend whose parents owned a vacation home there. We constructed a plastic-walled sugar shack, 
supported by whatever poles we could find nearby. A few years later, a disgruntled neighbor informed us that it was 
partly on his property. Birch Hill was a fitting name, as there were plenty of attractive white birch trees scattered about, 
but maple trees were harder to find. Searching high and low, we tapped whatever maples we could find, paying little 
attention to whose land they might be on. 
 
My clearest memory of sugaring there involved a wooden sap tank we had quickly erected from scrap lumber and lined 
with a plastic sheet. We were quite proud of discovering such a simple and clever way of storing sap without spending a 
ridiculous amount of money on the standard metal ones. It worked fine for the first couple of small sap runs. Then came 
the run of the year when we struggled to get to the buckets before they overflowed. We gathered most of the day from 
the scattered trees, many a quarter mile away, dumping the sap into tubing that ran into the tank. At the end of that 

 

Ben kicking up the pow. It’s 

steeper than it looks. 
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long day, we had visions of a full, maybe even overflowing 1000-gallon tank. When we returned, we looked in disbelief 
and horror at an empty wooden box. The liner had slipped to the lowest corner from the weight of all that sap, and not a 
single drop remained. 
 

02/24/13 

More Tapping Bits and Pieces 
 
WEATHER: Overcast, temps just above freezing. No sap. Worked on main lines, setting up the 
vacuum pump, and scouring sap tanks with wet snow. 
 
TAPPING BITS AND PIECES, Part Two: 
I tapped then, as I did for many years at my sugarhouse in Nebraska Valley, with a 7/16″ bit 
going two-and-a-half inches deep. This was the accepted standard, and had been since the start 
of commercial sugaring many years ago. I never questioned it, though 7/16″ is an odd size (most 
hardware stores stock only 3/8″ and 1/2″ bolts), and I have always wondered how it became 
the norm. Then acid rain made the headlines with the frightening news that pollution fallout 
from mid-western coal-burning plants was causing the decline (and death in upper 
elevations) of eastern forests. Now, all I hear about is global warming, though 
unfortunately both are adversely affecting sugarbush health. The 7/16″ hole finally 
came into question, and it was discovered that 5/16″ and even 1/4″ holes, one-and-
a-half inches deep, produced nearly as much sap with less than half the tree 
damage. Suddenly these new “health spouts” with shallower holes became the new 
standard. 
 
As a further aid to tree health, tree-tapping size has become more conservative. I was originally quoted the “six inch” 
guideline, where trees between 6″ and 12″ diameter got one tap, 12″ to 18″ got two, 18″ to 24″ got three taps, and 
trees larger than 24″ got four. We currently put in one tap for trees with a 10″ to 20″ diameter, and two taps for trees 
exceeding 20″ in diameter. 
 
Many other advances in tapping have evolved since I started. The traditional arm-powered bit brace which I used for 
many years gave way to gas-powered tappers, including one that was a chainsaw attachment. Peaceful hand-tapping 
yielded to a noisy, fumy process requiring a gas tank to lug around, and a full-time mechanic to fix the frequent 
breakdowns. The gas tappers could, however, drill many more holes in a day and were essential for larger operations. 
My first experience with a battery-powered tapper was a 12-volt drill run off a car battery carried on a backpack shelf. 
The last time I used one of these resulted in some nasty skin burns from spilt acid. The introduction of the cordless drill 
was a godsend, though the original, weaker models required eight spare batteries to make it through the day. Each 
battery was good for about 60 taps. The newest lithium ion batteries are good for about 500 taps, which is a full day’s 
work for one person. 
   
SUNDAY SIJO: 
She sits on the edge of her chair with her arms on the table; 
The window there faces north, a good light for the cyclamen. 
She tables the writing to pull on her boots and go out. 
 
 SOME QUALITIES OF THE SIJO: 
Traditionally, a sijo has three lines. 
Each line has 14-16 syllables; the total count is 44-46 syllables. 
The lines end cleanly, though the first two lines relate closely. 
The third line presents a “twist”. 
The sijo sounds musical, like a little song. 
 
EDITOR’S NOTE: I am a rank novice in sijo-writing, but am curious about short poetic forms that are becoming popular in 
the U.S. Last year’s blog explored the tanka. I welcome your sijo (one sijo, ten sijo). 

Tres Amigos. Hard to see, but this 

tree has three distinct trunks, each 

one worthy of its own tap. 
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02/25/13 

Ten Thousand Taps 

 
TAPPING BITS AND PIECES, by Lew Chief-of-Operations, Part Three: 

We now drill close to ten 
thousand holes every season, 
and that is a formidable task 
for me and my two helpers, 
especially if the snow cover is 
deep or icy. Fortunately, 
boredom is kept to a 
minimum by the  uniqueness 
of each tree and its location, 
and the variety of sensual 
distractions a mature forest 
offers. 
The first step is examining the tree to ensure it still has a healthy crown. Finding 
a good place to tap requires avoiding old tap holes, which leave a short vertical 
streak of dead wood. For spouts, we currently use check-valve adapters. Each 
one contains a tiny ball that allows sap to flow only in one direction, away from 
the tree. We replace them every year to make sure the tap holes don’t get 
contaminated. The stubby spout at the top of the tubing drop line attaches to 
these adapters. 

 
It takes a skilled hand to know how hard to drive these, as too much will make removal impossible, and too little will 
result in a vacuum leak. I don’t like to drive spouts when the temperature is below 20 F., as it can split the tree, causing 
damage and a leak. 
 
All tubing buried in the snow, or damaged by animals, must be fixed while we are tapping. A tapper’s backpack, stuffed 
with adapters, spare tubing and fittings, repair tools, lunch and water – and the drill with its extra batteries – weighs 
forty pounds or more. The terrain is steep and often corrugated by small brooks; snow conditions are rarely ideal for 
travel. A full day’s work requires abundant pluck. 
 

02/26/13 

Final Tapping Bits and Pieces 

 
WEATHER: Overcast, high of 37. The dangly main lines are plugged 
into the sap shed now, the vacuum pump is on, but it’s a weepy 
little sap run. 
 
TAPPING BITS AND PIECES, by Lew Chief-of-Operations, Part Four: 
 
Deciding the date to start tapping is an educated guess. No one 
wants to miss the first good run by tapping too late, though 
tapping too early can also cause problems. Bucket tap-holes are 
exposed to the air and can dry up in four or five weeks, so tapping 
too early may mean missing a good later part of the season. 
Enclosed tubing taps don’t dry out as quickly, but I still resist tapping 
earlier than is necessary as a fresh tap always yields the most sap. 
Compared to when we first began sugaring, the start of our sugar season 
seems to have advanced by roughly two weeks. 
 

Stubby meets check-valve adapter 

 

Tapping with a 5/16″ bit 

Curvy drop #1 
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Tapping our bush usually requires about eight days. Adding on time for days too 
cold to tap, main line repair, and vacuum pump setup, we need at least two 
weeks to actively prepare for the first run of sap. This year, we were able to 
complete the tapping without the intervening distraction of a strong sap run. I 
hate with a passion when the weather becomes too warm during tapping, 
inundating us with sap we are not yet ready to collect or process. At times like 
that, sugaring becomes overwhelmingly immediate. 
It is satisfying to look back on a well laid-out tubing system ready for action. The 

drop lines descending from the spouts curve so 
gracefully (in fact, some are blatantly sexy), and the 
lateral lines they attach to zigzag their way fluidly 
downhill into the main lines. It is pleasing to see all 
the maples joined for such a noble cause, though I 
suspect they consider it undignified annoyance at 
best. Even after all these year of watching it happen, 
when the days turn warm and the sap begins to 
magically stream down the mountainside, my 

adrenaline surges anew. 
THE END 

 
LIVE SIJO FLOW: 

Magazines piled high, dust bunnies in the stair corners; 
No eggs, oranges or butter in the refrigerator; 

Fresh snow and blue sky – I hear the call of my skis and fly. 
—HH 

The sunlight now recedes off the crags of the Sandias; 
Formidable yet lovely, I am awed by the vision. 

I wonder if the coyotes are staring at it too. 
—KP 

EDITOR’S NOTE: What a gratifying response to my call for sijo. As you submit them they will be published. To foster the 
flow, channel Jack Kerouac and his dharma bum beatnik friends who spoke in haiku as they hiked through the Sierra 
Nevadas in the 1950′s, if I have this right.       [Pronounced SEE -zho, as in Jacques]  
 
 

02/28/13 

TURNIPS/RUTABAGAS/MAPLE, OH MY 
 

Confused about the difference between a turnip and a rutabaga?  So was I.  Some quick Google research revealed that 
turnips are a Paleolithic food, cultivated around the world and revered by the Romans.  Rutabagas are an 18th century 
result of crossing turnips with cabbages.  Which got me thinking… maple syrup is a Neolithic, North American product. 
 Like the transformation of sap to syrup the following recipe morphs common ingredients into an unexpectedly delicious 
dish, one which combines the earthy, nutty flavors and creamy, fibrous textures of turnips and rutabagas, with a healthy 
dose of Maple Syrup.  Maple Syrup binds all the ingredients while adding a unique, smoky, woodsy flavor, thus 
eliminating the bitterness often associated with turnips and 
rutabagas. 
  
TURNIPS/RUTABAGAS/MAPLE, OH MY 
TURNIPS/RUTABAGAS/MAPLE, OH MY 
2 medium turnips 
2 medium rutabagas                                                     
3 cups half and half 
1/4 cup maple syrup 
1 pinch cayenne 

Curvy drop line #2 

 More drop line art 
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1 pinch ground nutmeg 
1 tablespoon butter 
Salt and pepper 
1 1/2 teaspoons celery seed 
1 1/2 teaspoons thyme 
1/2 cup grated parmesan 
DIRECTIONS: 
Preheat oven 400 
Grease and 8″ cast iron skillet or 8X8 baking pan w/butter 
Peel turnips and rutabagas and slice as thin as possible, using a mandoline if you’ve got one.  Toss in a bowl with salt and 
pepper, celery seed and thyme. 
Combine half and half, maple syrup, cayenne and nutmeg and heat over medium flame.  Bring to a boil then remove 
from heat. 
Arrange 1/3 turnips and rutabagas in bottom of greased skillet.  Pour 1/3 cream mixture over veges and sprinkle 
w/cheese, dot with butter; then add another 1/3 turnip/rutabagas, repeating above steps until you’ve used up all your 
vegetables.  Don’t overfill the dish; the cream mixture should stop just below the top so it doesn’t bubble over in the 
oven… you may have a bit left over. 
Cover with foil and cook for 1/2 hour.  Uncover and cook an additional 45 minutes or until the top is brown and liquid is 
absorbed. 
 
 

 02/28/13 

Feb. 28: Quick Update 
9:00 p.m. Thursday. We are collecting sap. The lower tanks are filling up. Sunshine this morning stirred the trees; the 
temp finally pushed 40 F. The snow pack on the woodshed roof has begun to curl over the edge, notched at the edge 
like jigsaw puzzle pieces. The crew walked the main lines, finding and patching leaks; we could monitor their work from 
the sap shed by watching the needle on the vacuum gauge rise from a dismal 6 (inches of mercury) to 8, to 10, 
eventually all the way up to 20, in a single afternoon. Will it freeze tonight? 
 
 
 
 

03/1/13 

March 1: Call The Hardware Store 
I drop my bag of groceries on the floor. 

“This is the wrong size fitting,” he rails, shaking a brass fitting.  ”I 

wanted a one-inch one-way valve and they gave me 1 1/4. What’s 

the name of the Waterbury hardware store?” 

“True Value. What’s the problem?” 

“Vacuum’s shot. Air’s leaking into the release tank and the sap is 

frothing like a geyser. We’re missing some beautiful sap.” 

Calls from the office. “I can’t find it in the phone book.” 

“Here, let me look.” I flip to the W’s. “It’s under Waterbury True 

Value, not just True Value.” 

Dials. 
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“They’re putting one aside for me. Can I take the Subaru?” 

“No, R  took it to work.” 

I open the top drawer in the pantry and dig my fingers into a bag of chocolate chips. Not Ghirardelli, just My Essentials. 

Check my email. 

Must have left, because he stomps back into the room and says,  ”I’ve got to call Stowe Hardware and apologize to Chris. 

He gave me the right one after all. You call True Value and tell the woman she doesn’t have to save it for me.” 

I call and get a man. “Hi, my husband called ten minutes ago but now he doesn’t need the part.” 

“Was it a check-valve? No problem, I’ll put it back on the shelf.” He sounds relaxed. 

worn faded blue jeans 

gray brown Himalayan hats 

our expedition 

WEATHER: “Blasé,” says the weatherman. “Traditional for the next several days.” Traditional equals narrow at the 

moment: the temp slides up and down between 28 and 35. The blasé part equals grey skies of the thaw variety. 

HOW’S IT RUNNING? Turns out we didn’t miss much sap. Once L got the vacuum going, the vacuum gauge spiked, 

indicating ice forming in the lines. 

WHAT TO DO WITH THE SAP FROM THURSDAY? It will sit there until we get enough to boil with. One guy we know has a 

full tank of sap that’s been sitting there since January.  

mments 
03/3/13 

Sunday, Day Of Rest 
 

WEATHER: A traditional mid-winter day, with temp in the mid-

20′s and a refreshing skiff of overnight snow, lightly nicely 

overcast. No chance of a sap run today, in fact, the sap in the 

tanks has frozen over. A day off. 

 

 

 

LIVE SIJO FLOW: 

I eat my waffles with syrup from Nebraska Knoll and think 

Of the exacting Dance of the Sugar Bush that took place. 

Saturday’s hoar frost on a sugar maple 
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My heart swells with love for the maple forests that grace the hills. 

—ccbs 

Steam wafts from the bowl of oatmeal on the checkered tablecloth; 

I too reach for the jug of maple syrup with the crusty cap. 

Does Vermont smell differently when poured in Minnesota 

—APC 

The cats lick their fur while basking in the morning sunlight, 

Removing the desert dust until they are shiny again. 

Who can stop the joy of a cat rolling in dirt again? 

—KLP 

The third graders are Sugarplum Fairies and the girls in fourth  Flowers. 

Maples don’t choose their dance either   not even the ballet. 

Sur la pointe they pirouette across the stage of Sugar Season. 

—APC 

SUNDAY SIJO NOTES: A sijo can be written in six lines, following the natural breaks. Here is a little example: 

The voice of her son carries 

through the floor from downstairs; 

And now she hears his thumping tread 

as he climbs the stairs to his room. 

Tell me if her voice carries 

up the stairs of this sijo. 

IN CLOSING FOR TODAY: 

You readers send me sijo from across the United States, 

From the West  New Mexico  Minnesota  Vermont 

United in the state of play let’s twist and shout those tricky third lines. 

03/4/13 

Rogue Check Valve 
 
CHIEF OF OPERATIONS writes: 
 
There are a few aspects of our sugaring operation, including the 
handful of bucket taps and the wood-fired evaporator, that look 
much the same as they would have a hundred years ago. These are 
less prone to breakdowns and easily fixed. Then there are the 
technological innovations, namely our vacuum system and reverse-
osmosis (RO) machine, that would have a sugarmaker from 1913 
 staring in disbelief. Although these high-tech advances have made 

Full release tank 
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a dying, labor-and-fuel-intensive business profitable again, they do have a dark side. When even the most simple of a 
myriad of moving parts fails, the entire system shuts down. 
 

March 1, 2013. The sap is just starting to trickle, and I’m in the sap shed turning on the vacuum pump. This pump is ten 

horse-power large and supplies vacuum to all of our ten thousand tubing taps. It connects to a release tank which 

distributes the vacuum to all the mainlines through a port on top; it pumps the incoming sap to the storage tanks 

through a bottom port. When sap fills the release tank, a float trips the pump, which is powerful enough to pump the 

sap out against the vacuum. On the discharge side of the release pump is an inconspicuous one-way check valve that 

ensures the vacuum will not pull sap or air back into the release tank through the pump when it has cycled off. 

After the initial release-pumping, a geyser erupts in the tank, signifying the check valve is acting in a failed two-way 

manner. I give the valve a hammer rap. This does the trick: the valve reseats. The second release is normal. Pleased with 

my canniness, I move on to more pressing chores, reminding myself to replace the check valve at a convenient time, i.e. 

when the sap lines are frozen. 

 

Returning fifteen minutes later, I see to my horror that the valve has failed again, causing the overfilled release tank to 

spill its turbulence toward the mainlines and vacuum pump. The fix requires a double rap this time. To make matters 

worse, the sap run is picking up, generating a release about every four minutes. Soon, the double rap no longer works. I 

resort to jerking the discharge ball valves on and off, as well as increasing the 

number of hammer raps to three, four, five.  Seeking a solution short of 

replacing the check valve, a formidable task, I even consider hiring a kid to 

babysit the pump. 

 

I curse this nonsense for an hour before facing the inevitable. Replacing the 

check valve means turning off the vacuum, an action certain to kill this valuable 

sap run. I will also have to shut off all the mainline valves so sap won’t inundate 

the sap shed when I take the release line apart. The check valve is in an 

awkward spot, requiring removal of multiple fittings. This will take time, and I 

worry that sap backing up hundreds of vertical feet may blow tubing fittings. 

As fate has it, I only THINK I have a spare check valve. Rushing between 

hardware stores in town, I finally find a replacement, only to discover when I 

get home that it’s the wrong size. After a few phone calls I find the right size in 

the next town over. Just before I drive off to fetch it, I double-check the size of 

the original purchase, and humbly discover it is the right size after all! Yes, I do 

apologize to the clerk whom I balled out for selling me the wrong size. 

 

Somehow it doesn’t surprise me that the temperature plummets, and the sap 

run returns to a trickle soon after I finish replacing the check valve. 

 

03/6/13 

March 6: Overnight Rupture 
 
CHIEF OF OPERATIONS says he’ll never again use a plastic ball valve for draining 
a sap tank. 

All that is left in the sap tank 
 

Wall Street, this morning 

http://nebraskaknoll.com/vtmaple2013/march-6-overnight-rupture/
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QUOTE OF THE DAY: “You think you’ve seen it all, but you never have.” 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
03/6/13 

Vermont’s K 19 – Golden Elixir 
Some two thousand plus years ago during Hippocrates’s time,  a medicinal drink called Oxymel originated.  It was the 
Greek’s  version of  an electrolyte-boosting beverage containing apple cider vinegar, honey and water.  Fast forward to 
agrarian 19th century New England where making hay was a life sustaining necessity.    Cutting, raking, drying and 
stacking hay all day made a hike to the summit of Mount Mansfield seem like a leisurely stroll.    Continuous,  hot, 
sweaty,  work (or play) requires a person to be energized from dawn to dusk.  Switchel or Haymaker’s punch was born 
via common household ingredients; necessity is the mother of invention after all.    As you’ll see, all of the ingredients 
are dietary sources of potassium, an essential mineral important in the transmission of nerve impulses, building muscle 
tissue, beating of your heart and metabolizing carbohydrates and proteins.  And you thought you were reading about 
the making of maple syrup.   If you can make it with sap, all the better, if not, water will do fine.  Make a batch, leave in 
your frig and use instead of gatorade or vitamin water. 
  
K-19 Golden Elixir  
 
4 1/2 cups Sap or Water 
1 tablespoon Maple Syrup 
3 teaspoons fresh squeezed Lemon 
2 teaspoons Honey 
2 teaspoons Apple Cider Vinegar 
1 teaspoon fresh grated Ginger Root 
pinch of turmeric 
pinch of cayenne 
Bring all of above ingredients to a boil and stir until dissolved; remove from stove and store in refrigerator.  Whet your 
whistle, as often as you like. 
  
-Maple Trout-Lilly   
  

Ball valve split by a frost wedge 

http://nebraskaknoll.com/vtmaple2013/vermonts-k-19-golden-elixir/
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03/6/13 

Mystery Photo 

 
JUST IN: The winning answer to the Mystery Photo, in sijo form, 
from Dan: 
 
Heavy wet snow freezes on mainlines waiting for the eventual flow. 

Late night sunlight warms the dark line and drops its covering. 
Wire ties split the falling load on the fresh snow below. 

 

 

 

 

 
 

03/8/13 

March 8: First Sun in Ages 
 
SAP COLLECTED today in the upper tanks, and the woods crew collected some observations as they snowshoed 
systematically through the sunny sugarbush, checking for taps that got missed and for leaks in the lines. 
 
HILL REPORT:     [NOTE: The abbreviations refer to sections of the woods. K is short for Keystone, M for Morningside, H 
for Herbie] 
First sun in ages, 
Six missed trees in the K’s, 
Snow went from loud crust down low to quiet crust up high, 
Endless deer chew on M5. 
Turkey tracks K5, 
More sap in lines as day went on, 
Bear hair caught in twist ties near mainline damage (bear chew) at 
top of H wet/dry lines, 
Owl hooting on K 10. 
Worcester Range still snow-capped unlike the Nebraska Valley 
cirque. 
Four missed taps (three in H1), 
Orange glow on Skytop Ridge at sunset, 
Morningside full of turkey tracks, saw wing impressions at a 
watering hole on M4. 
No more ice in lines, finally! 
 
 
 

03/9/13 

March 9: First Boil 
 
QUICK UPDATE: The wait is over. Out-of-doors it was a storybook sugaring day, lifted from the pages of Laura Ingalls 
Wilder’s Little House in the Big Woods. Inside the sugarhouse it was, to quote a neighbor who stopped by to help stoke 
the fire, “Like ski racing in the world championships without any practice. Ready, Set, Go.”   Phew, the first day of boiling 
is over. The sap is still running as I write, but it’s a starry night, so we anticipate a freeze. 
 
 

 

Reflection of a missed tap (a tree that got skipped 
over during tapping). These coiled drop lines are 
what the crew looks for.  
 

This photo shows a wire tie 

http://nebraskaknoll.com/vtmaple2013/mystery-photo-2/
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03/11/13 

March 11: Full Tanks, Full Days 
 
 There is so much to say, and so little time before we light the fire 
for this afternoon’s boil, so here are just a few tidbits. 
WEATHER: All weekend everyone wanted to stay outside in the 
warm sunshine. We had a good freeze Saturday night but no 
freeze last night. Today is back to overcast, with no freeze-up 
predicted for a few days. Currently the temp is 43 degrees. 
 
SAP STATUS SIJO:  
Ice in the sap lines lets loose and floods the system; 
With knit brows and tight voices three men scramble to manage 
the flood. 
A hose of sap gets Ben in the face and drenches all three in laughter. 
SYRUP STATUS: We have boiled twice and have made over three hundred gallons. 
 
 
FIRST BOIL JITTERS: 
Where is the switch to turn on the filter press? 
Where is the nozzle I need for filling this drum? 
Isn’t that plug in the back pan in the wrong pipe? 
Why can’t I get this cap to unscrew? 
Is this the right rag for scrubbing syrup off the floor? 
Don’t we have another squeegie? 
Isn’t it time to flood the pans before they burn? 
 
PING PING PING dropped the sap into the bucket just seconds after I drilled the 
tap hole and hammered in the cast iron spout. 
The first tree ran at the rate of Metronome=160, one ping per click. That 
seemed rapid to me, until I tapped the third tree on the line of trees by the 
house we call Maggie’s Way, after a back road lined with maples where my 
father-in-law went to gather apples from old farm orchards before the 
developers marched in. This tree pinged at Metronome=144, two pings per 
click. When I returned in half an hour to the first tree, it had slowed to 
Met.=132. Saturday was the sort of Saturday in March when as a girl I would 
ask my father if we could please tap the maples in the front yard today. After 
lunch we’d both pull on our boots and jackets and that’s just what we did. 
 
HILL REPORT: 
Leaky joint center main 
Loose check valve Falls section 
Worcesters not snow-capped 
Snow fully mashed potatoes 
 
QUOTE OF THE DAY:  “Sap like that just sparkles.” 
  

Sun rising in sap tank 
 

First boil and the wood is easy 
to reach 

http://nebraskaknoll.com/vtmaple2013/march-11-too-busy-to-write/
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03/12/13 

March 12: Sap that Sparkles 
 
WEATHER: Steady rain today, temp. holding at 40 degrees. The 
snow is either washing down the brooks or being eaten by the 
ground fog. 
 
HOW’S IT RUNNING? Steadily, but less intensely, day and night.  
 
The tanks are nearly full. 
 

BOILING STATUS: The beauty of having a 
reverse osmosis machine is that we can 
choose when to boil in cases like this. We’ll 
concentrate the sap tonight, freeing up sap 
storage space, and have one long boil tomorrow rather than a short one this evening and another 
short one tomorrow evening. 
 
HOW SWEET ? Today’s sap reads at 2% sugar content, up from 1.8% over the weekend. Typically, 
the first and last runs are weaker. We’d like to see it rise to 2.5%, but of course we have no control. 

Sap sweetness varies day to day and year to year. 
  
NEBRASKA KNOLL TREKS TO THE ROCKIES:     http://youtu.be/KHKjs3JxG4I 
  

LIVE SIJO FLOW: 
A puppy still yet young no more 

  Playfully she prances - 
  Only to collapse 

             Her diagnosis is arthritis! 
My golden girl’s sprain heals 

And we’re off to see a new vet. 
Wriggle wriggle pull pull 

We’re in my favorite store of all - 
Every concrete inch 

is so heavenly odiferous. 
I play tug of war 

Trying to keep my deftly snatched bone. 
—beb 

The snow in layers on the roof of tin releases in stages. 
The sun comes out too late in the day for it all to fall. 

So all that says good bye to the ridges, falls in daily chunks on the fresh snow below. 
Heavy wet snow freezes on mainlines waiting for the eventual flow. 

Late day sunlight warms the dark line and drops its covering. 
Wire ties split the falling load on the fresh snow below. 

—dos 
I glide along freshly groomed trails, past fir boughs 

Pregnant with new snow, and oaks reaching for stars that light the trail 
sugaring in Minnesota is on hold – at least for a while. 

—ccbs 
When drinking the golden brew, one must feel a healthy glow. 

It is the perfect drink, providing a bountiful lift. 
Hippocrates, I give you a high-five for inventing this. 

—klp 

Today’s sap in the upper tanks 
 
 
 
 

The uniform: Johnson wool 
jackets from Johnson 
Woolen Mills, a local mill 
keeping woodsmen warm 
since 1842. Wool caps or 
baseball caps (the latter 
being the industry standard) 

 

http://nebraskaknoll.com/vtmaple2013/march-12-dream-sap/
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03/14/13 

Maple Blossom Cookies 
  
Maple syrup is just so much of what’s right with the world.   Making it into a cookie can only make it more so. 
These Maple Blossom cookies are an extraordinary treat.  Light, crisp and chewy with a distinct maple flavor.   This is a 
unique treat and one which challenges you to eat just one. 
Heck………it’s spring, the sun’s shining, sap’s running and the snow is melting!  It’s the time of year to enjoy winter’s final 
chapter, visualize the pending  summer’s joys and indulge yourself today utilizing the quintessential ingredient of 
spring……………MAPLE SYRUP! 
  
 
  
Maple Blossom Cookies 
2 Cups Maple Syrup 
1/2 Cup Butter 
2 teaspoons vanilla extract 
1 teaspoon baking powder 
1 Egg 
2 cups sifted white flour 
 
Boil the syrup down to one third the amount in a large pot. 
The syrup will foam up so keep a close eye on it. This took me 
about 1/2 an hour.  Using a candy thermometer, make sure 
the temperature doesn’t exceed 250 degrees. 
Cool to 212 degrees before stirring in the butter.  If the melted 
butter pools on the top of the syrup, heat, stirring 
constantly until butter is incorporated.  Cool again, stirring, 
until the temperature is below 120 degrees, then add vanilla, 
baking powder and egg (make sure temp is below 120 or the egg 
will cook.)  Add flour and mix until combined.  Chill overnight or 
until thick enough to scoop out solid-like balls of dough. 
Preheat oven to 350 degrees. Scoop out chestnut-sized balls 
onto a greased cookie sheet.  Bake 12-15 minutes until pale 
gold.  They will be soft when they come out.  Carefully transfer 
to a cooling rack. 
Yield: 36  
Adapted from a recipe in the Burlington Free Press  
 
 
 

03/15/13 

March 15: Season on Hold 
  
A Wednesday afternoon snow squall. It felt cozy to be indoors boiling. The multi-day sap 
run choked off Wednesday evening, the trees are buttoned up tight, and the forecast is for 
continued cold. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://nebraskaknoll.com/vtmaple2013/maple-chews/
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03/16/13 

Mystery Photo 

 
  

03/17/13 

Favorite Foam Frosting 
DUE TO THE IMPRESSIVE response to yesterday’s Mystery Photo, sent by readers from Alaska to Maine, and since it is 
Sunday Sijo day, I will take the liberty of reprinting the comments in sijo or 
verse form, in the order submitted. Here goes: 
LIVE SIJO – AND EXTENDED FAMILY OF VERSE – FLOW: 

Wild scallops grow, shiny white, ephemeral, 
Fed by the frosty giants outside who share of themselves. 
I’ll wait for the real fruit of those maples and your labors. 

—ccbs 
I don’t know, but 

it looks good 
actually. 

Was that poem 
a hint? 

Looks like 
whipped egg whites! 

—beb 
Back pan foams, the RO moans. 

Remember how much wood, if we could, 
That used to burn to get the sap to churn? 

—dos 
When times are slow, 

Like in an igloo with an eskimo, 
It’s natural to think of things to do with snow… 

No, that’s not it, I’m being a dope. 
You’re moonlighting, 

It must be the first batch of maple soap. 
—cap 

William 
Favorite foam frosting 

Qu’est-ce que c’est? Hva er det for noe? What in the world is this? 

 

http://nebraskaknoll.com/vtmaple2013/mystery-photo-3/
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Yumm 
–-ts 

I agree with Dan, back pan foam. 
I just can’t think poetically enough to frame it more esthetically. 

Lovely, top 0′ the day to you. 
—shc 

Som ikke er snø, er det skitne, 
men veldig pen skum! 

Hvor vakkert! 
—mmg 

Now, borrowing from all of you: 
Cold sap streams through pipes back and forth across the roily back pan. 

Now it’s hot it splashes into the outrigger float box and lathers up. 
Boxy scallops of suds rise into vakkert egg white loaves and topple. 

“Can I help with something?” asks the boy by the float box. 
“You can spoon out the foam before it spills onto the floor,” I say. 

William dips his finger in: “This foam tastes like REGULAR foam!” he says. 
—apc 

[Note: vakkert is a Norwegian word for beautiful] 
 
Ev lathers up beside the float box. We raise or lower the float to adjust the depth of sap in the pans. 
  

03/21/13 

 
Good for the Digestion 
 
NO JOY IN MUDVILLE. Late March ought to be prime sugaring time, but for eight days now we’ve had steady cold and 
snow. All week it snowed. We love the snow; it distracts and brightens. ‘Snow and Cold’ sure beats ‘Patchy Bare Ground 
and Cold.’ The Vernal Equinox sun is SO high you’d think the trees would run just from the strength of its light on their 
crowns. I’ll bet some of the south-facing trees are dripping. 
 
Well, you can’t force a sap run, and you can’t force a sugaring blog, either. Its default mode is to mimic the sugar season 
it follows. I know in my mind that one of these days the trees will loosen up again – please, let it be next week – and drip 
their golden coins into this jukebox of a blog. 
 
MEANWHILE, A NEIGHBOR WRITES: 
 
Maple Syrup is Good for the Digestion 
 
Well it is 
I think 
According to my most recent experiment: 
 
It had been a long day of skiing 
teaching skiing 
the third day in a row. 
On the way home from the Mountain, I open the small, but thick 
super dark 
chocolate bar (which I purchased specifically for this occasion). 
It is loaded with nuts and dried cherries. 
“I will have just a few small bites,” 
I tell myself. 

Filling flasks with hot syrup 

 

http://nebraskaknoll.com/vtmaple2013/good-for-the-digestion/
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But it is good 
and as the story goes, 
I eat the whole thing. 
 
By the time I am home 
(in Nebraska Valley) 
it has settled in an uncomfortable way. 
Maybe this was not such a good idea. 
 
I burst into the house 
buzzing 
“Who is ready to go up?” 
(to the sugarhouse) 
“We’re getting there..” 
is the response. 
 
I look for my sugar clothes 
sticky-bottomed jeans 
Patagonia sweater 
warm hat 
Muck Boots. 
 
“Is anybody ready?” 
“We’re getting there…” 
No real movement 
No real passion 
“Come on,” I am thinking, 
“There is work to be done, 
people NEED us..” (They’ve been at it all day.”) 
The fire is burning 
The sap is boiling 
The steam is rising. 
“What is taking so long?” 
 
Normally, 
I walk up by myself 
but my legs are tired enough 
that I will be congenial 
and wait for the ride 
that is taking so long. 
 
Finally, 
movement.. 
gloves 
hats 
mittens 
water. 
 
I am beginning to experience a slight headache. 
The chocolate, 
tha darn 
dark 
chocolate bar. 

Enough syrup to digest two 
dozen chocolate bars? 
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Enter the sugarhouse 
bright lights 
remnants of a hurried dinner 
oranges, muffins, hard-boiled eggs. 
“Oh you’re here, it’s a mess, 
can you wash this stuff down?” 
We all take our places 
working out the stiffness of the day. 
the chill 
the busyness- 
fitting into the rhythm 
feeling the warmth. 
 
But the chocolate. 
It’s still there. 
A rock now 
or a pile of stones in my stomach. 
Maybe some syrup? 
Some hot syrup. 
It has to be hot. 
I’ll let someone else test it first. 
 
“Is it hot?” 
“It’s hot.” 
“Coty Classic,” 
someone says. 
 
Okay then, 
let’s wash down this chocolate- 
It can’t hurt to try. 
 
I let it burn down my throat 
hot 
smooth 
sweet, 
nothing like it. 
It settles just fine 
I feel better already. 
I follow it with another 
and secretly ponder my discovery.. 
 
Maple syrup is good for the digestion 
I’ve tried it 
and it works. 
  
—Laurie Best Silva 
  



03/23/13 

 
Maple Open House, Day One 
 
THE COALS ARE STILL GLOWING RED from the fire we built today 
near the sugarhouse, to take the edge off this brisk snowy day. 
We’ll do the same tomorrow, so come with a thermos of tea and sit 
with us by the fire. 
 
TWO GROUPS trekked into the woods on snowshoes; it was a 
heavenly day for a winter hike. The woods are immaculate: soft 
new snow cushions the terrain and not a single animal track 
wrinkles the blanket. WOODS TOURS are scheduled for Sunday at 11 
am and 2 pm. If you like to snowshoe and would like to explore the 
lay of the land at Nebraska Knoll, please come by. No reservations 
necessary. 
 
CHOOSING THE DATE FOR OPEN HOUSE: More often than not, Open House weekend misses the weather. Vermont is a 
long state, so the season in southern Vermont may be over while the season is northern Vermont is just commencing. 
The committee thought of establishing two separate dates, but saner minds prevailed. Last year, the season was over 
due to the heat wave, we had precious little snow, and people were busy raking their yards; this year, the season is 
arrested, we’re shoveling snow away to make room for the sugar-on-snow troughs, and people are busy skiing. We 
sugarmakers sure wish we were boiling this weekend. C’est la vie. One of these years, Open House weekend will get it 
JJJJJUST right. 
  

03/24/13 

On the Move 
  
NEW SERIES OF MYSTERY PHOTOS: This next week will 
feature a unit called On the Move. Participation by readers 
comprises two parts: 
1) Identifying the creature who is on the move. 
2) Naming your associations or memories triggered by the 
photo. I welcome comments in the form of: 
A list of words or phrases 
A sentence or two 
A question 
Sijo 
Verse or rhymes 
An anecdote 
  
QUOTE OF THE DAY: “Where your feet take you, that is who 
you are.”  —Frederick Buechner 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Drums of hot syrup often keep this room warm, but 
today we built a fire in the Ashley woodstove (not in 

photo) 
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03/25/13 

March 25: More Like It 
 
QUICK UPDATE: Sun and mid-30′s triggered a sap run. At 9:30 pm the temp is 35 and the run is steady. We’ll be boiling 
tomorrow. 

 
 
  
 
  
 
 
 
  
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

03/26/13 

Hooves 
COMPARISON STUDY: 
 

 
 
 
. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

03/27/13 

 
BOSTOCK: The Best French Toast You’ve Never Heard Of 
 
French Toast gets a makeover.  What to do with stale bread?  You take that stale, old bread (preferably Challah or 

White-tailed deer 

 

Moose tracks are bigger, 
with larger spacing, and 
blunter than deer. 

 

Caribou tracks – shown 
here in Newfoundland 
mud – are more spaced 
still, resembling two 
crescents facing each 
other. 

 

On the Move, Number Two 

 

Also on the move. Mystery photo shot today. 
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Brioche), soak it in a simple syrup made with, well you guessed it, maple syrup, as well as other ingredients listed below, 
top it with frangipane – sweetened, buttery almond paste – and bake it until the syrup forms a crisp, lightly carmelized 
sheen.  It’s moist and rich inside, like bread pudding you can hold, but only so much better because anything  made with 
maple syrup and topped with frangipane has got to be this good. 
 
To my mind, it’s the ultimate french toast replacement — no more batter and soggy bread; no more burning slices.. as 
you try and feed a table full of starving breakfasters.  My reaction after sampling for the first time was to question 
whether Bostock is in fact a breakfast food.   Something this delicious will definitely give your taste buds a jump start in 
the morning.  Dessert for breakfast anyone? 
 
INGREDIENTS 
*Stale Brioche or Challah Bread 
*Simple Maple Syrup 
1 Cup Maple Sugar 
1 Cup Water 
Pinch of Salt 
Bring everything to a boil and let cool.  Will keep in the fridge for 
weeks… that’s it 
*Frangipane 
6 Tablespoons Unsalted Butter, Softened 
1/2 Cup Maple Sugar 
1 Large Egg 
3/4 Cup Toasted Almonds, Ground Fine 
1 teaspoon Almond Extract 
1 Tablespoon Amaretto 
1 Tablespoon Flour 
Cream butter and sugar, beat in the egg, almonds, extract, amaretto and flour… that’s it! 
ASSEMBLY 
1. Preheat oven to 375 degrees 
2.  Lightly grease a baking sheet 
3.  Cut bread into 1.5 inch slices.  Don’t stress over the precision… but do it right 
4.  Dunk slices of bread in warm syrup and squeeze out like a sponge. Place two inches apart on your pan.  Bread really 
needs to be stale or it will turn to mush right about now. 
5.  Spread frangipane from edge to edge at about the same thickness as a peanut butter sandwich 
6.  Sprinkle slivered almonds on top and bake for about 15-20 minutes,  just enough to set the frangipane. 
Serve with pureed strawberries if you dare…. That’s it.  It takes hardly any time and even less effort and it’s so good you 
might be persuaded to have it every Sunday…. Happy Easter 
—Maple Trout Lilli  
 

 
 

 03/28/13 

Now. Here. This. 
Now the sap. 
Now the bustle. 
Now the bloodshot eyes. 
Here under the March sun. 
Here in our muddy boots. 
Here with the neighbors. 
This a 2:00 am sap shed flood. 
This the racking groan of the pump. 
This is it. Joe throwing wood. We burn one or two cords a 

day. 
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Now the phone ringing. 
Now a decision. 
Now the scent that keeps us going. 
Here the family from Virginia. 
Here between the house and the sugarhouse. 
Here on the computer. 
This a search for dry gloves. 
This the weather we need. 
This the second wind. 
  
A FEW SNAPSHOTS FROM THIS HECTIC WEEK. 
  
 
  

 
 
 
 
 
  

 
 

03/29/13 

March 29: Black and Silent 
  
On this Good Friday  I will reprint an entry from the 2010 Sugar Season Blog. 
The Far Corner of the Sugarhouse: As you enter the sugarhouse – just you – to the left is the smokestack ascending from 
the end of the arch [evaporator]. The arch is 12′ by 4′, so walk the twelve feet, past the back pan and the front pan, to 
the other end. Then round the corner of the arch and take one more step: the thick black firebox door is now on your 
left, chunks and poles of wood on your right. Behind the wood are doors to the woodshed. All of this you will notice 
readliy. The sugarhouse is built into the bank, so the wall facing you is cement up to about six feet. Above that is a row 
of high windows. 
In the dark corner behind the wood are the medieval tools, black and silent. There is the heavy black iron rake used for 
scraping the ashes off the grates; it is a right-angled piece of iron with an eight-foot pole. There is the heavy black flue 
brush, much longer and with a doughnut-shaped brush at the end. There is a crowbar and a black square shovel. 
To clean the ashes, you will want to put on the sooty Johnson wool jacket, the sooty wool hat to match, ratty old gloves 
and a face mask. Grab a flashlight and drag the ashes bucket around to the firebox. Reach for the long heavy rake in the 
corner, then open the bulky door to the firebox. It will creak and groan. Drag the rake across the thick grates, slowly, 
rhythmically, clankily, feeling your way, scraping across centuries of fireboxes and ashes. 
  
  

MYSTERY PHOTO: 
Where is the sap line? 
 

Full moon 
Pail after pail. Ninety of them on 

Tuesday. 
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A painting by our friend Maeve, “Full Moon in the Sugarbush,” is mounted on the end of our large sap tank. The full 
moon that shone this past week illuminated the painting when this photo was shot. 
  
  

03/31/13 

Easter Abundance 
QUICK UPDATE: An extravagant run today. The sap gushed, overwhelming the system this morning. Why? A genuine 
freezing night, down to 22 degrees for several hours. A busy day. We stopped boiling for today, but the RO will run 
during the night, and we’ll resume in the morning. Rain predicted for tonight. 

 
 

Some boys clustered around Jake  
as he filled this pail with syrup. 

Jake said, “That’s maple syrup right there.  
What do you say to that?” 

One boy raised his arms in a broad Y —  
blurted out, “Happy Easter.” 
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04/1/13 

April 1 
  
CHANGE IN THE WEATHER: From balmy yesterday to “sharply colder” tonight. 
WEATHER FORECASTS: We feel cross with our local weatherman for bursting our bubble. We were enjoying the back-in-

the-day March weather until he wrote in the local paper that the chilly, snowy trend 
was due to climate change, that the jet stream has wandered off course because of 
extensive ice melt in the Arctic. Does that make this terrific sugaring weather wrong? 
Then he said on the radio, in an authoritative tone, that only twenty percent of sugar 
season was left. A man in Craftsbury heard that, and said, “Jeepers, I’m just getting 
my first run.” We heard it and said, “I don’t believe it,” but were rattled nonetheless. 
This guy’s the guru; we catch him at 7:15 am daily on WDEV. But what does the 
twenty percent refer to, percent of freezing nights or percent of syrup yield?  I take 
his twenty percent to mean three or four more freezing nights. In fact, we can make 
lots of syrup with just one freezing night, as we did yesterday and today, especially at 
this point in the season. 
TMI. I’ll trust the trees. 
CHANGE IN THE SAP: Less sweet, more foamy, back to heavy sugar sand (niter). This 
year’s syrup doesn’t sheet off the scoop. And today’s foam reminded me of an I Love 
Lucy episode in which she and Ethel bake bread, and when they open the oven door 
to take out the bread, the loaves come and come, til they’re four feet long, pinning 
Lucy and Ethel against the table. I watched as the foam in the float box rose and rose. 

SYRUP STATUS: 2,345 gallons 
  

 
 

04/2/13 

April 2: Pause 
 
SNOW overnight, a bitter wind tearing down the valley all day. No chance of a sap 
run. 
 
BACK TO THE TRACKS: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The green, green chair of home 

What animal struggled to 
traverse this hill? HINT: The 
snow was so crusty and slippery 
that the photographer struggled 
too.  
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04/3/13 

Sap Surge 

 
It is Easter Sunday and the sun is rising, revealing a 
clear blue sky. It has been a cold night, but the higher 
elevations of Nebraska Knoll Sugarbush, especially 
the south facing slopes of Keystone, are already 
beginning to thaw under a strong, late March sun. 
The trees here are getting restless as the solar heat 
riles the sap in their veins. The lower slopes and 
Valley bottom however, are still under the grips of 
colder temperatures. 
 
There are eight main lines entering the sap shed, 
arriving in four pairs of wet and dry lines, each 
coming from different sections of the bush. The wet 
lines transport the sap downhill from the trees, and 

the dry lines transport the vacuum to the trees. This 
morning the lower wet lines were still solidly frozen 
when the sap began running higher up. As pressure 
built from this blockage, the sap was pushed into the dry lines, which began running “wet”. 
 
Chief of operations was monitoring this situation at the release tank where the lines end in the shed. I stood like a 
soldier preparing for battle, as I knew by the large volume of sap pouring out of the dry lines, that when the ice blockage 
melted out, an overpowering sap surge would follow. The wet lines soon began to trickle, and within minutes were 
running at full capacity. Outside, the torrent of sap was pummeling the lines where they curve at a right angle into the 
shed, making them vibrate. We call this phenomenon line thrash. 
 
The two-horsepower pump, which pumps the sap from the release tank into the holding tanks, was quickly 
overwhelmed, and the vacuum was shut off. This pump, which is triggered by a float in the release tank and usually runs 
in cycles, was now running non-stop. It was pumping the sap into one of the twin 1200-gallon storage tanks in the shed, 
which are connected by a 1 ½” drain, and normally fill simultaneously. The tank was filling so quickly, that the sap level 
didn’t have time to equalize with its twin, and was soon about to overflow. There are two large 3200-gallon tanks in the 
upper sap shed, which are the backup when the lower tanks are full. I was averse to filling them at this moment since 
they were in bad need of cleaning (I had intended to clean them while the lower tanks were filling). Help arrived just in 
time to clean them before much sap was lost. 
 
I quickly discovered the situation was still out of control, as pumping the sap uphill slowed the pump down just enough 
to prevent it from keeping up with the incoming deluge, overflowing the release tank. My solution at this point was to 
direct the sap into the lower tank, which by then had equalized enough with its twin to allow a little more in. Just before 
it overflowed, I changed over to the upper tank until the release tank was about to overflow, and then back to the lower. 
This cat and mouse game went on for the better part of an hour before the chaos stabilized. Amazingly, I lost very little 
precious sap in the process. 
 
A sugarmaker would never admit there is such a thing as too strong a sap run, but experiences like this test that opinion. 

 Lew Coty     March 31, 2013 
 
   
  

   Three inch inlet to release tank overwhelmed by incoming sap. 
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04/4/13 

MAPLE INFUSED CARIBBEAN ALMOND CAKE 
Maple Infused Caribbean Almond Cake 
  
A moist, delicious tea cake, perfect for Easter and…… it’s wheat and gluten free!     If I close my eyes and take a bite I’m 
transported to a breezy, warm beach.  I can almost hear the soft lapping sound of the surf retreating back to the blue 
sea.  It must be the coconut flour, the taste and smell bringing back memories of a “Black Cake” discovered completely 
by accident in a little shop on the side of the road on the island of Virgin Gorda.   With the addition of Vermont golden 
maple sugar this concoction is destined to create fond memories. 
Enjoy! 
  
3/4 Cup Unsalted Butter 
1 Cup Maple Sugar 
4 Eggs 
1/2 Cup Almond Milk 
1 Teaspoon Vanilla 
1 1/2 Cups Almond Meal Flour 
1/2 Cup Coconut Flour 
1/3 Cup Unsweetened Coconut 
1/4 Teaspoon Salt 
2 Teaspoons Baking Powder 
Cream together butter and sugar until smooth. 
 Add in eggs, one at a time and beat until fully 
blended.  Add milk and vanilla and mix until 
combined. Combine flours, coconut,  salt and 
baking powder and add to the wet mixture. 
 Spread into greased cake pan (9×13) or small 
bundt pan and bake at 350 for 30 minutes or until a tester comes out clean. 
Serve plain with toasted, shredded coconut; or make a maple glaze (confectionary sugar and maple syrup until you reach 
the consistency of frosting; ) I tried the glaze for this post, but I would opt to leave it plain next time, as the flavor stands 
alone subperbly. 
—Maple Trout Lilli 
  

04/5/13 

April 5: Live Feed 

 
FULL TITLE: LIVE FEED FROM THE CHASE FOR THE RECORD.  The 
Nebraska Knoll 500. The record to break is 373 gallons of syrup 
made in a day. As I write we’re approaching 350 and the night is 
young. Half of the crew says he’ll be heartbroken if we don’t hit 500. 
 
THE UPPER TANKS OVERFLOWED twice today. The sap poured off 
the cement slab onto the sloping ground. 
 
The lower tanks overflowed twice today too. The sap poured out 
the low corner of the sap shed. 
The concentrate tank overflowed. This one was messy. What gave it 
away was the drip-drip-drip through the floor into the RO room. Out 

came the shop-vac and rags. 
 
QUITE THE SAP RUN. It kicked in during the night as a southwest wind kept the temp up. Then today, a chilly northwest 
wind with intermittent sun and snow kept the sap gushing clear as a glacial lake – 

A blog with a view 
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AND HERE WE  ARE BUZZING in the sugarhouse, whipping up a Live Feed Blog Post, gabbing and imbibing Maple Trout 
Lilli’s switchel [see K19 recipe].  It’ll be a late night, so the crew are taking shifts. When Ben came back on, he showed 
me how to use iPhoto, so here is the view from the laptop. 
 
  
MUSIC TO BOIL BY: 
Taylor Swift: “Love Story” 
Faces: “Oolala” 
John Prine: “Lonely Man” 
Tom Waits and Hank III: “Moonrise” 
Bob Dylan: “Tangled Up in Blue” 
Garcia and Grisman: “Wild Horses” 
The Animals: “House of the Rising Sun” 
Skynard: “All I Can Do” 
 
QUOTES OF THE DAY: 
“Are you a Skynard fan? Do you feel comfortable saying just ‘Skynard’?” 
“Oodles of light, such a beautiful sight.”  —-John Prine 
“Drum number 68 and 86 are right next to each other [full of syrup], if you appreciate the small things in life.” 
 

04/6/13 

The Nebraska Knoll 454 

 
THAT WAS THE TALLY of gallons at 3:00 a.m. when the fire in the arch 
died down for the night.  Another 50 gallons worth of sap sits in the 
concentrate tank, so “The Gift Run” did truly yield 500 gallons. 
Currently it is sunny and running, 29 degrees in the shade. 
 
  

 
From upper brimful to lower brimful 
  
 
  

Overflowing 3200-gallon tank in the upper sap shed. 
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04/7/13 

The Gift Run 
 
WEEKEND WEATHER: A nippy 32 and sunny on Saturday. I couldn’t get warm all day, though a few weeks ago 32 degrees 
would have been T-shirt weather. Last night may have been the final freezing night of sugar season. Today began the 
predicted warmup on a south wind. The snowpack in the sugarbush is helping to keep the temp in the 40′s. 
 
HOW’S IT RUNNING? On Saturday, the sap commenced to run, mildly, at 26 degrees, on the strength of the April sun 
warming the crowns. Today it’s been running hard since early afternoon. I wonder how much the south wind is inhibiting 
the run, it’s hard to know. Often, buckets won’t run well in a south wind, but it seems to me that the vacuum tubing 
system evens out the runs among the four points of the compass. 
 
TRADITIONALLY, 
Wind from the north, sap flows forth. 
Wind from the west, sap flows best. 
Wind from the east, sap flows least. 
Wind from the south, sap’s a drought. 
BOILING STATUS: Boiling now and will start early tomorrow. 
 
CHIEF OF OPERATIONS WRITES: 

The Gift Run 
There are happenings in life, amongst all the hard knocks, that 
generate renewal. 
 
4/4/13: The sap run began slow, cloudy and late, with the stifled appearance of a non-event. In the evening it found its 
calling. 
4/4: It blossomed in the wee hours, largely unnoticed, and grossly underestimated. Sugarmakers were forced to 
attention, and despite its rudeness, sang its praises. 
This gift of nature transformed a mediocre season overnight. 
 
STOP BY the CDL store on Harrel St. in Morrisville to eavesdrop on other sugarmakers’ versions of the The Gift Run Story. 
The University of Vermont’s Proctor Maple Research Center, on the other side of Mt. Mansfield, announced online that 
the 4/4 – 4/5 run was the hardest run ever recorded there. 
  

Sunday Almost Monday Sijo 
I sighted Robin Red Breast on the bank below the apple trees; 

She scurried then paused and scurried then paused and scurried then paused. 
I worried her breakfast was buried under the snow, but what do I know? 

 
04/8/13 

April 8: Reflecting Off a Tree 
HILL REPORT from the woods crew:  Unbelievable day!!! 
After a season where the work was mostly loose taps, more chew 
and actual damage the last two days. It’s not just the trees coming 
back to life. 
Big blowdown on Keystone Wet/Dry. 
Evanescent snow – significant loss from yesterday to today, 
especially low. 
Spent a quarter hour trying to find a main leak on Brookline. After 
much frustration and swearing and asking, “What in the world?”, 
and replacing several things on a nearby lateral line, it was 
discovered to be the sound of Falls Brook reflecting off a tree. 

The gift, taxing the upper tanks. 

Crossing Paths 
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 ON THE MOVE: One more photo while we still have SOME snow. 
  
CORRECTION: My robin was a male. 
 

04/10/13 

April 10:  Quick Update 
 
Boiling continues as we slowly slide down the backside of the season. The nights are not freezing but neither are the 
days heating up. The   
thermometer has settled in at   
39 degrees, give or take. In 
town, crocuses must be 
blooming, but up on the hill 
the snow persists and the 
buds aren’t popping yet. The 
brook is speaking up though – 
and the birds. 
. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 04/11/13 

NAPA CABBAGE SALAD 
 
To date  I’ve focused mostly on maple-infused desserts, perhaps leading to the false impression that this is the only 
suitable use of  the spring nectar.  Maple syrup is an 
ideal replacement for all other lesser classes of 
sweeteners (sugar, karo syrup, molasses, etc), not 
only addressing the sweet piece of our pallet but also 
imparting it’s own unique and subtle woodsy/smoky 
flavor. 
 
Following is a recipe utilizing  spring’s bounty.   Enjoy 
and explore maple’s possibilities throughout your 
culinary repertoire. 
 
East meets West in this wonderful salad which 
encompasses all of the crowd pleasing elements:   
 crisp, crunchy, sweet and sour. 
  
THE SALAD 
1 Head Napa Cabbage 
1 Bunch Scallions 

Two sides of Falls Brook. You can see which one 
gets the sun 

The blowdown on K10. Once cut 
away, the main lines rebounded. 
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THE CRUNCH 
2 TBS Butter 
1 TBS Olive Oil 
3 oz Package Ramen Noodles, broken 
2 TBS Sesame Seeds (black if you have them for more flavor) 
1 Cup Slivered Almonds 
 
THE DRESSING 
1/4 Cup Vegetable Oil 
1/4 Cup Rice Wine Vinegar 
1 TBS Soy Sauce 
1 TBS Sesame Oil 
1 TBS Maple Syrup 
 
THE DIRECTIONS: 
1.  Finely shred cabbage and combine with minced scallions; cover and refrigerate. 
2.  Preheat oven to 350.  Melt butter and oil and toss w/ramen, sesame seeds and almonds.  Spoon onto a baking sheet 
and bake for 10-15 minutes, shaking often to make sure they don’t burn.  When brown remove from oven and cool. 
3.  Combine dressing ingredients and shake. 
4.  Combine salad, crunch and dressing immediately before serving.  It is a heavily dressed salad, so be cautious and use 
a bit at a time to your liking.  Toss when ready to eat otherwise it looses it’s crunch. 
Adapted from Bobby Hale’s Napa Cabbage Ramen Salad 
—Maple Trout Lilli 

04/13/13 

April 13: Pause. Replay. 
WEATHER: Snow and sleet for two nights and a day. This morning the temp crept above freezing but only as far as 40 
degrees, not the high 40′s forecasted. Ball bearings of ice rattled in the air like glass shards. Walking up the driveway 
through them was like climbing a sand dune. This weather script, a 30-40 hour freeze-up after several warm nights, is 
pitch perfect for extending the season. 
 
HOW’S IT RUNNING? Choose your adverb: swimmingly, phenomenally, copiously, amply, abundantly, generously, very 
well indeed. Or you could say it’s running good, real good. You could also say it rivals The Gift Run. In other words, the 
tanks are close to overflowing; twice as much sap is coming in per hour as the RO can handle. It will run all night. 
WHAT TO DO, WHAT TO DO? The crew offered to start boiling now and boil all night, but Chief of Operations plans to let 
the RO do the night work. When the concentrate tank fills up, he can circulate the concentrate back through the RO.  
 
We’ll get boiling by 7:00 am and see if we can’t break the Nebraska Knoll 454 record of April 5th. It may be tough, since 
this batch of sap is considerably weaker. It’s sugar content is only 1.3%. 
  
BALL VALVE MANIA, A Primer in Five Parts: Day One,  
contributed by Chief of Operations: 
Plumbers frequently use valves of many different 
types to control the flow of liquid in pipes. Sugar 
makers are to great extent plumbers, and these valves 
are an indispensable part of their operation. They tend 
to sprout like mushrooms in modern sugarhouses, and 
their sheer numbers can be overwhelming. A quick 
look at our operation revealed 6 in the canning room, 
9 in the evaporator room, 18 in the RO room, 28 in the 
sap sheds, and 85 in the woods. This doesn’t count the 
10,000 check valve taps in our trees, or the ones I 
probably missed. 
 ….our baby,” write M and D, two new friends from UVM  

who visited on Easter 
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04/15/13 

April 15: Marathon 
 
GROPPEL, VINEGAR AND BANJO. These three are what I recall from a marathon boil, 2:00 a.m. Sunday til 3:00 a.m. this 
morning. Jake says groppel is the proper word for the ball-bearing snow of the past few days. Groppel also describes the 
heaping granules of sugar sand in the syrup troughs. Regular shots of vinegar stoked us, and the banjo strumming of 
Pete Seeger and William Elliott Whitmore smoothed the air in between filter press crises. 
 
But any wispy thoughts of the best run of the year – yes, that’s what it was – dissipated by 9:00 a.m. this morning when 
a torrent of ice like you read about belched out of the main lines. Simultaneously, we couldn’t run the vacuum pump 
without first mucking out the slime in the apparatus. If anything indicates the end of the season it is mucky pumps, tanks 
and lines. 
 
RUNNING OUT OF DRUMS in which to store syrup is another indicator of late season. I got sent on a road trip to 
Hardwick to pick up some more. Leaving the premises during a sap run jars me, although I appreciate escaping the 
tortured drone of the pump. To stay alert I chewed gum and tuned into Vermont Public Radio talk shows. I could feel the 
grimness of the news working on me from the inside but felt too tired to turn it off. Someone recently said that even 
good talk radio, such as Fresh Air, is essentially entertainment. When I recalled this comment I came to my senses and 
turned off the radio for the trip home. 
 
I stopped to pick up groceries in town. The cashier mentioned a bombing at the Boston Marathon. More grimness. I 
hadn’t known that the Boston Marathon was today, but I recalled that Maple Trout Lilli’s daughter, a college student in 
Boston, had stopped by the sugarhouse a few weeks ago and mentioned that she was training for it. 
She is safe, and so are her family and the group of neighbors who trekked to Boston to cheer for her. In a nutshell, she 
crossed the finish line shortly before the bombing. Since she had her cell on her, she was able to rendezvous with her 
group. Knowing only that something terrible had happened, they fled by running four miles to Cambridge. 
 

04/16/13 

Ball Valve Mania 
 
BALL VALVE MANIA: A Primer in Three Parts, Day Two.  Contributed by Chief of 
Operations. 
 
Common valves in sugarhouses include the shut-off kind (most common), or three-
way (allowing you to direct the flow in two different directions), or check (allow 
movement in one direction only), or float (shuts off flow when the float rises to a 
preset level). Back in the day, shut-off valves were called gate valves, and worked by 
turning a circular handle a few revolutions to lower the “gate”, which arrested the 
flow. Then someone designed the ball valve that stopped the flow with just a quick 
ninety-degree turn of the handle. You could tell if it was open or closed by glancing 
at the angle of the handle. These were a big hit with sugar makers who live in a 
constant state of immediacy, and are always looking for labor-saving devices. Their 
ease of use was a definite factor in their rapid propogation. 
 
This abundance of ball valves, however, is not entirely a rosy picture. Turning just 
one of these valves the wrong way (which happens more often than your average 
sugar maker would care to admit) can have undesirable consequences. The following are a few examples from my 
memories of thirty-seven years of fiddling with these gadgets. They are listed as 
cause (C) and effect (E). 
 
C: Closing flow to the lower sap tanks, and due to distractions, forgetting to then 
open flow to the upper tanks. 
 

Groppel. We boiled today (Day 

Twenty) but this photo was shot 

two days ago. 
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E: This left the sap release pump with no outlet, and the elevated pumping pressure ruptured the release tank vent line, 
and countless gallons of sap sprayed all over the sap shed. 
 
C: Setting the three-way valve next to the vacuum pump to the wrong water source. This large pump is water cooled, 
with either water from the house, or from the permeate tank when full. I forgot to switch this valve back to house water 
when the permeate tank had emptied. 
 
E: Water in the vacuum pump cooling reservoir soared to over 150 degrees, creating a very steamy pump room. When I 
entered, it looked like we were evaporating sap there also. 
 
C: Forgetting to close the valve that allows concentrated sap to drain from its tank into the evaporator, before 
concentrating a new batch of sap. 
 
E: Most of a whole batch of concentrated sap (its worth I am too embarrassed to acknowledge) overflowed the 
evaporator and spilled all over the sugarhouse floor. It took multiple washings to eliminate the sticky-foot syndrome. 
  

04/17/13 

Ball Valve Mania, continued 
 
IT’S NOT OVER TIL IT’S OVER. We thought yesterday was it, then we thought today might be it, and now there’s a chance 
it’ll freeze tonight…Like in the movie Groundhog Day, we seem stuck on Boiling Day. 
  
BALL VALVE MANIA: A Primer in Three Parts, Day Three:   Contributed by Chief of Operations 
[CORRECTING AN OMISSION in yesterday's description of a ball valve: You can tell if a ball valve is open or closed by 
glancing at the angle of the handle.] 
 
CAUSE: Opening the sap feed to the RO machine (this machine concentrates the sap), but forgetting to close the 
permeate feed. Permeate is the pure water that the RO extracts from the sap. It is stored in a separate tank and runs 
back through the RO at the end of a concentrate cycle to clean its membranes. 
 
EFFECT: A concentrate tank full of “concentrate” that was much less sweet than the incoming sap. 
This last snafu completely baffled me at first. The year was 1990, and I was concentrating sap with a newfangled RO for 
the second time. RO’s were just becoming popular in the sugaring world and this was the first I had ever owned. 
 
The first batch had gone smoothly and I was awestruck by the difference boiling concentrate rather than raw sap made. 
This second time I was adjusting the machine to concentrate at a higher level, and was keeping a close eye on the 
sweetness level of its output. The incoming raw sap sweetness was 2% sugar, and the machine was producing 8% 
concentrate, which is what I was hoping for. Checking it an hour later showed 6%. 
 
I was in a rush as usual, and distracted by other problems. That was a year of expansion for us, and I was working the 
bugs out of a lot of new equipment. I brushed this odd reading off as a faulty test. I finally checked the sweetness again 
several hours later, near the end of the concentration cycle, and to my horror it read less than 1%. 
 
I figured it must be a bad hydrometer. Even if the machine was not concentrating as efficiently as it should, there is 
absolutely no way its discharge could be at a lower sweetness than the incoming sap! Checking with a different 
hydrometer showed the same result. Impossible! How could this possibly be?? 
 
Pressured by a strong sap run, I was very anxious to boil, but there was no way I was going to boil diluted sap. I battled 
with this riddle for over an hour until my straining gaze finally snagged on the open permeate valve. The sap tank was 
situated higher than the permeate and therefore had a stronger feed pressure when full. Thus, when I first bean 
concentrating, the RO in-feed was mostly all sap, but as the sap tank emptied, it became mostly all permeate. 
Another day in the life of a frazzled sugar maker. 
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04/19/13 

April 19: Hot 
 
  
WEATHER: 70 degrees today. By far the warmest day of the year. BUT, a hard 
freeze is predicted for Saturday night, so we’ll hold out to see if the sap runs on 
Sunday. Only the cold taps on Herbie and parts of Morningside are still running. 
During this time of limbo, the Blog Takes a Holiday: gone skiing. Check back on 
Monday. 
  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

04/22/13 

April 22: Late, late season 
 
WEATHER: Freezing nights Saturday (just barely), Sunday (solid) and tonight (predicted but not imminent, since the temp 
is still in the 40′s). 
 
HOW’S IT RUNNING? Keystone and Morningside ran well today. We will continue to collect sap until it turns milky. 
BOILING STATUS: When we boil tomorrow, we’ll break the old record for the latest boil: April 20, 2011. It feels odd to be 
still writing about freezing nights and sap runs. My eyes wander to the rhubarb and daylily shoots. 
 
APRIL IS NATIONAL POETRY MONTH. An aspect of poetry is stringing words together in ways that startle, or amuse, or 
please the ear. The extreme skiing and snowboarding crowds play with language in fresh ways, although they wouldn’t 
dream of calling it poetry. But I would. Today, at a ski film website, I found an extensive list of ski tricks, and have 
borrowed from it to shape a little poem.  Graders of maple syrup, take note. 
 
UpRail Safety to Tranny 
Switch lip nollie nose press, 
Up stall dub switchup switch out, 
UpRail 270 safety to tranny, 
Half cab tail press 360 out. 
Cork 7 screamin’ nose grab, 
Switch dub cork 16 mute, 
4-Kink dancing with the stars, 
Dub cork 10 mute – poke. 
Switch lip nollie nose press, 
270 firecracker 180 out, 

UpRail 270 safety to tranny, Which one is Butter on Pretzel? 

There are four of us who are trained to “boil” and a fifth is in training. Here, E fills the 
hydrometer cup to check for density. Through the repetitiveness of drawing, we boilers 
develop a feel for this crucial skill. The hydrometer helps us fine-tune the syrup to the density 
required by Vermont law. When I was boiling at the end of the day Wednesday, after the last 
stoke, I could see in an instant that the front pan was too low. It was about to burn. We were 
out of sap, so the crew hastily grabbed a pail of water and sloshed it into the trough. Crisis 
averted. 
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Butter 450 on pretzel 270 out. 
 
 

04/23/13 

April 23: The Crop Is In 

 
“Alright. That’s 2013 right there,” said Jake at 5:15 p.m. as he dumped the final pail of syrup into the filter tub. 
Phew. I know you readers must be as relieved as I am. April 23. Day 23. Come September when I mention to a visitor 
that we made this year’s crop of syrup in twenty-three days it will sound, even to me, like nothing. “But,” I’ll add after a 
jerk of memory, “we were sure glad it didn’t go a day longer.” 
Woods cleanup begins tomorrow at 8:00 a.m. 
Season stats later this week…. 
 
 

04/25/13 

Wild Leeks and a Few Stats 
  
A BIT OF DATA: 
 
FIRST BOIL: March 9 
 
LAST BOIL: April 23. This date broke the record by three days. 
 
LENGTH OF SEASON: 46 days. The range in our records since 1980 is 
15 to 49 days. Technology is pushing the boundaries of sugar season, 
since modern tubing systems prevent the tap holes from drying out 
as quickly. 
 
NUMBER OF BOILING DAYS: 22 (not 23 as reported earlier) 
 
MARCH VS. APRIL: April won with 55% of the crop. 
 
SUGAR CONTENT OF SAP: The range was 2.3 % to 1.3 %. Others 
reported a sweeter season than ours. 
 
SYRUP YIELD per tap: .492 gallons, or nearly a half gallon of syrup per 
tap. This calculation is the only meaningful way to compare sugar 
seasons, since the number of taps varies from year to year. This year 
ranks a close third behind 2011: .55 gals per tap and 1992: .52 gallons per tap. 
 
SYRUP GRADE: 66% Fancy Grade, a reflection of good sugaring weather. Only 1% Grade B this year. 
 
SYRUP MADE IN ONE DAY: On April 12 we beat the record-breaking Gift Run by 10 gallons, for a total of 464 gallons. 
 
CORDS OF WOOD BURNED: 32 cords. Without the RO, we would 
have needed five times as much wood. Granted, the RO uses a lot of 
power, but the overall fuel and cost savings are high. 
 
BAGS OF ORANGES EATEN WHILE BOILING: 26 
 
DEFAULT SUGARHOUSE CLEANUP MUSIC: Paul Simon’s Graceland. 
 

The New 
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DEFAULT MUSIC TO BOIL BY: Oh Brother, Where Art Thou; any of William Elliott Whitmore’s CD’s. 
 
WHAT I LEARNED ABOUT BOILING: If the trough bubbles like fish eyes it’s not ready; if it bubbles like sheep eyes it’s 
syrup. 
 
HMMM: A visitor from Kuwait remarked that oil and maple syrup producers have this in common: You drill, you collect, 
you boil, you filter, you grade. 
 
WHAT I LEARNED FROM THE CREW ONE BOILING DAY: A quick way to compare your wing span with your height. The 
guys have wing spans that are three inches broader than their heights. They are both over 6′ tall, so just imagine how 
easily they maneuver a 40-gallon barrel or syrup. 
  
Some inhabitant of the woods craves fresh greens as much as we do. I don’t know what is nibbling the wild leeks. Any 
ideas? 
  

04/27/13 

Mystery Photo 
 
What is the tree (it’s not a maple, the tubing line is just passing by en route to the next maple), and what is the growth? 
HINT: trendy beverage. 
  
TRAINING ‘EM UP YOUNG:  A new father who lives two miles up the road stopped in yesterday to buy a quart of syrup. 
He said that when his seven-month old infant son can’t settle down and sleep, they dip the baby’s pacifier in maple 
syrup and he’s out in a flash. 
 

  
04/30/13 

Mystery Solved 
 
 CHAGA (pronounced tsjaa -ga).   The mystery photo shows chaga growing on a yellow birch tree. This fungal parasite 
grows on other birches, notably, in Vermont, gray birch. Chaga has been “discovered” as a superfood. I had not heard of 
it until I  met  someone last summer who harvests it to sell in health-food stores. 
Chaga is a Russian name for it. 
The Siberians call it “The Gift of God.” 
The Japanese  call it “The Diamond of the Forest.” 
The Chinese call it “King of Plants.” 
And other English names for it are clinker polypore, cinder conch, black mass, birch canker polypore. 
Chaga is the most nutritionally dense of all the tree growths. Folklore speaks of the chaga mushroom treating virtually 
every known ailment, ranging from intestinal worms and heart disease to diabetes and cancer. 
Chaga is brewed as coffee or tea, but I don’t know the specifics. We have chunks of it in a bowl in the woodshed and I 
hope to experiment with it this summer. Apparently chaga extract can be concentrated into a mocha-like syrup. 
Over-harvesting is a concern, since chaga grows so slowly. 
You can find much, much more online (of course). 
*********** 
I’d like to at last publish the poems sent in by readers during the thick of April boiling: 
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SIJO AND VERSE FLOW: 

Boil on, oh harvest of spring. 
Buds push open in my valley, 

inexorably moving towards ending 
your mountain top winter, 

But they are unable to erase 
the blessing of The Gift Run. 

—shc 
Clouds of dust drift out to the ocean ice 

From roads once covered with snow, 
Streets north and south I see nothing 
And east west no children play today, 

Spring and it’s 10 below and I hope 
The fuse on my TV don’t blow. 

—cap 
And sent in yesterday in response to the mystery photo: 

Although I agree it appears to be a yellow birch, 
The Black Knot of Cherry is cause for more research. 

Pulling spouts and watching trees say good-bye to winter 
with life sprouting from every crack and splinter. 

The woods are thriving with new growth of all kind. 
Lucky to witness this forest, good or bad we never mind. 

—dos 
  
  



05/2/13 

May 2: Out of the Woods 
 
IT IS A DAY TO CELEBRATE: The vacuum pump is at last silent, since the crew completed tubing cleanup late yesterday. 

They pulled the taps and rinsed the lines. It is tedious, cumbersome work, leavened 
by the beauty of the woods. 
  
 
  
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 

  

Woodpecker May Pole 

A leaf skeleton 
  

 

Drying the fruit sprayers that the crew used for 
rinsing the tubing lines. 
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05/3/13 

A Key Stage in the Life Cycle 
 

Some photos of a tree that is on its way to nourishing the next generation. 
  
 
  
  
  
 
  
  
  
 
  
  
 
  
  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

05/5/13 

Putting the Blog to Bed 
WEATHER: It could be Colorado. Day after day is a “beautiful summer day,” with low humidity, hot afternoons and cool 
nights. It’s getting to be a bit much. I will soon have to water the rhubarb. 
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CLEANUP STATUS: As unrelenting as the sunshine, the work here 
goes on, but without the adrenaline kick. My goal for Green up. 
completing the sugarhouse scrub-down is May 23, a month out 
from the last boil. Our goal for filling the woodshed is early June. 
Mopping up from one season and preparing for the next overlap 
this year. 
 
PUTTING THE PANS TO BED. That’s the final, grubby day of 
cleanup when we lift the pans a few inches out of the arch, brush 
the flues, scrape the ashes, then settle the pans and related 
pieces into their nine-month museum poses. 
 
QUOTE OF THE DAY: “Sugaring is a roller coaster of exhilaration 
and discouragement, but in the end, I do find a primordial satisfaction from working so closely with the natural world.” 
 —excerpted from Chief of Operations’s correspondence with Tom, a   sugar maker from Ontario. 
IT’S THE BEST, and the easiest:   Vanilla ice cream with Fancy Grade maple 
syrup. 
 
PUTTING THE BLOG TO BED with this poem: 
The Ephemerals 
The sun shall rise earlier each day, 
And warm the as yet uncanopied forest floor, 
And trout lilies shall send forth their mottled leaves, 
And the spring beauties their twirly-girl blossoms.  
Likewise the freshets shall gurgle out 
Of Beatrix Potter illustrations and chase 
Down the hillside for a little while 
Until all the snow is gone. 
There shall be no stopping the ephemerals. 
What is it to be ready? 
Is the wood violet beneath this maple ready to bloom? 
Will it ever be ready to fade? 

To drink from the torrent of spring in Vermont 
One shall polish a tiny silver cup, 
Stand by the waterfall 
And balance the cup at the very edge 
To catch a few drops. 
*** 
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Today’s companions, trillium and trout lily 
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